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ah y do you say... 
HT) ‘Standard Oil of Indi h?” @ ©) = Standard Ol of Indiana research: 
_ _ Here is why we have emphasized “of engineers will have every opportunity 
- 7 Indiana” in the headline above. The and facility for “doing their stuff.” 
ic. Standard Oil Company (Indiana) is not In addition, we have under design and 
L bo connected by affiliation, by management, are eager to construct, when materials 
t J _ or by directorships with any other com- are available, two more research labora- 
a - pany of similar name. We originated tories, at Wood River, Illinois, and at 

ft. here in the Central West, and from heré Sugar Creek, Missouri. Expansion of 

| a i we have expanded, until now we market, research plants is general among large 
ft. directly or through subsidiaries, in 40 of oj] companies today—so much so that a 

if the 48 states. recent editorial in the Oil and Gas Jour- 
7 7 Our home office is in Chicago. Nearby nal stated that petroleum research ‘“‘will 

. | ' a is our Whiting, Indiana, refinery, one of be aided by the largest laboratory facil- 
: - C _ the largest in the world. Close to that ities of any industry.’’ Looming large in 

f . refinery we are now constructing a great these plans is the construction program - ga g p 
L oC new research center, where chemists and of Standard Oil of Indiana. 
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A thorough understanding of the design | | i \ | a, \ 

and application of Timken Tapered Roller | a oe | : 
Bearings will enable you to solve at least 90% irl UE ae | 
of the bearing problems you are ever likely to :lrlrté<C«zR ———— 
encounter when you begin your engineering 1 oe | | oo 

career after graduation. if 2. 6 ei 
te. 2S OOO ee When primitive man first made a hole in a | | \) | lr 

crude wooden wheel and slipped it over a Bal . i. _| 
wooden axle he achieved the first function of | Bat ; - / 

a bearing — support. Wey 2 
Support for wheels, shafts, gears and other wa Tuy Ce / 
rotating parts still is the primary purpose of \ i a y 
bearings, but several other vital bearing re- aN _ ore y 
quirements are needed in modern equipment. ON ea ee 7 

Ability to carry radial loads, thrust loads or NU Ly ane 
both together in any combination is one of the ——— irate opianatio™ 
most important of these. Ability to hold mov- 
ing parts permanently in alignment is another. 
Then of course there is the reduction of friction, 
although this quality is common, in varying 
degrees, to all anti-friction bearings. / 

The tapered roller bearing was introduced by 
The Timken Roller Bearing Company nearly 

. 50 years ago and today is universally used 
throughout industry and transportation. Every 
genuine Timken Bearing is unmistakably iden- TRADEMARK REG. U. 8. PAT. OFF. 
tified by the trade-mark TIMKEN” stamped TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS . 
on cup and cone. . 
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World’s largest rotary furnace ir arte ee er | at 

The Timken Roller Bearing Company plant \t= 40= \\e aa), | 
CANTON, OHIO | J r\ a ae ay 
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An outstanding scape of adaptability of Gas and Gas billets up to 2250°F. Speed of the hearth ranges from 2 

equipment in successfully solving any industrial heating to 8 hours per revolution, Temperature control is fully 

problem is seen in the world’s largest rotary furnace automatic and a single operator can determine the tem- 

used to heat alloy steel billets for piercing into seamless perature and location of each billet at any instant during 

steel tubing at the Canton, Ohio plant of The Timken the heating period. Since the start of operations, this 
Roller Bearing Company. Gas furnace has saved an average of 2% in scale loss 

Here, eqaiteae engineers were called upon to build alone. Maintenance costs are at a minimum and six 
a furnace for heating round billets up to 10” in diameter men per turn were released for other plant duties. 

and 12’ in length, which would do the job more eco- Manufacturers of Gas-fired industrial equipment, co- 

nomically than existing equipment. operating with Research Engineers of American Gas 

The result is this Gas giant with 2100 sq. ft. of hearth Association, have applied Gas, successfully; to thou- 

area and a capacity of 80,000 Ib. per hour, when heating sands of manufacturing epee The characteristics 
of Gas make it the ideal fuel for industrial heating and 
heat-treating. 
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Typical of its laboratory activities, Dow 
recently developed this direct-reading 
spectrometer that electronically measures . 

* . concentration of elements in alloys—auto- 

Horizons of Chemist ry matically records analyses in 40 seconds. 

constantly beckon... 

Dow is deeply interested in colleges and technical schools and maintains 

close ties with them. The very nature of our business makes this a logical aX an é 

course for us to pursue. GT ea | “ : 
M 2 

We are producers of chemicals essential to industry and agriculture. We ae | i oR | 

are developers of plastic materials. We are the pioneer producers of mag- AR VAs U7) 
soy: a 

nesium, recovering this lightest of all structural metals from ocean water. aN mt Sp |_| asa 

We are developers of magnesium alloys and methods for their fabrication. : fj : a 

To carry on this work, research is a necessity and a considerable portion NW - | 

of our efforts and resources are devoted to it as an undeviating policy. KA Ti a 
is “a 

All these activities require trained men—scientists and technicians— a | {| 4 

chemists and chemical engineers—metallurgists, biologists, physicists, | A Ky oe : ‘i 

entomologists. Dow employs such men in large numbers—keeps an eye on = a Eis ay wl 

them as they emerge from their academic training—gives many of them ge —.. . 
special schooling at the Dow plants, according to the jobs they are slated ~< or. 

In peace as well as in war, chemistry is an essential occupation because it | = a 4 2 

deals with materials essential 10 industry and to the health of the nation. 2S. eth Cg so) , 

“Tt is a developing business with horizons that constantly beckon—a Fm, a 
@ profession to intrigue any ambitious young man with an eye to the future. cH E MI CALS. IND is PENSABLE : 

THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY, MIDLAND, MICHIGAN | TO INDUSTRY AND AGRICULTURE ~ 
New York + Boston + Philadelphia + Washington + Cleveland + Detroit (2 
Chicago + St.Lovis + Houston + SanFrancisco + Los Angeles + Seattle a : . (eee Cala 
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Eprror’s Note: Reprinted from Mechanical Engineering, 
Nov. 1946, this article contains the major portion of a 
talk by Mr. Frederick S. Blackall, Jr., President and 
Treasurer of the Taft-Pierce Manufacturing Co., Woon- 
sockett, R. I., as presented to the autumn meeting of 
A.S.M.E., and contains information of interest to any 
future Engineer. 

I KNOW of no word in the English language of college work, the student would receive the degree of 

which is more abused and misused than the term “en- Bachelor of Science, or its equivalent; on completion of 

gineer.” It is a pity that real engineers cannot copyright his graduate work, he would receive a suitable engineering 

the word. in some such manner as the real-estate men degree. 

coined and copyrighted the term “realtor” to prevent its Beginning with the fall term this year, Cornell Uni- 

prostitution by the incompetent and unworthy; but, alas, versity is taking a step in this direction, with a five-year 

the abuse is of too long standing. In the course of my engineering course, in which liberal emphasis is placed on 

business activities I am called upon by a long list of “en- such subjects as English, economics, psychology, the his- 

gineers,” most of whom couldn’t even read a slide rule. tory of modern civilization, etc. Some courses will be in- 

Yesterday a “profit and loss engineer” sent in his card. cluded as well in phases of management, industrial or- 

It developed that he was an accountant. And of course ganization, and finance. By adding a year to the usual 

there aren’t any peddlers any more; they have all become engineering curriculum, it is intended to avoid any dilu- 

“sales engineers.” To one who became an engineer the tion of the technical courses which are, of course, pre- 

hard way and looks with justifiable pride upon his profes- requisite to sound engineering training. In my opinion, 

sion, this is just a little bit sickening. But we don’t have this is a highly constructive step. It is not such a far 

to condone it and we shouldn’t. cry, either, from the situation which exists today in many 

I have long felt indeed that the standards of engineer- of our leading engineering institutions. I understand that 

ing education should be raised, that the requirements for immediately prior to the war 33 per cent of the matricu- 

a mechanical-engineering degree should be made more ants at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology were 

stringent. In my judgment, engineering should be placed either college graduates or college transfers. This ratio is 

on a parity with medicine, law, and the other learned being altered temporarily by the limitations placed upon 

professions. Under such a procedure, he who would applicants in order to provide for the veterans’ postwar 

qualify as a technical graduate would first be required to educational program. With a return to normal condi- 

complete perhaps either three or four years of pre-en- tions, I believe that an increasing number of engineering 

gineering-college work, with considerable emphasis on students at the better technical schools will seek some 

the pursuit of studies in the liberal arts and the humani- _ pre-engineering training before completing their technical 

ties. During the pre-engineering course, the basic require- curriculum. 

® ments in mathematics, and possibly in physics and chemis- It may be argued that any such arbitrary raising of the 

try, also could be dispatched. This would be followed by educational standards of our profession would exclude 

either two or three years of specialization in the chosen from its ranks many who could not afford, in time or 

field of engineering. On completion of the first four years money, or both, to meet the requirements. Half a century 
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ago the same objections were voiced when it was proposed Judgment had he had three or four years of education 
to raise the standards of medical education, but who to- in the liberal arts first. You can’t make a silk purse out 
day will argue that the step was not a wise one? of a sow’s ear. But you can make good men into better 

To an increasing extent the engineer is called upon to ™en by proper training and development of their native 
exercise broader functions than those of pure research aptitudes, and. that is what I any pleading for. 

and design or the direction of technical processes. As Beyond this, I would urge every member of our Soci- @ 
he reaches the higher echelons, as our military friends ety to take an active part in community affairs. The dis- 
love to put it, his duties increasingly embrace manage- charge of one’s duties to society partakes of some of the 
ment, economics, labor and social problems, finance, and attributes of a liberal education in itself. The human 
above all, the necessity for effective contact with all man- contacts made, the opportunities for self-expression, the 
ner of people. Adequate preparation for such responsi- urge to original thought, which are an inevitable con- 
bilities requires breadth as well as depth. comitant of broader intercourse with one’s fellow men, 

Indeed, one of the minor tragedies of technical life is Constitute rich returns on the effort invested. As in most 
the presence in our ranks of too many hack engineers, of the affairs in life, you. get far more than you give, 
men who somehow have wangled a technical degree, or however great your contribution. 

may even have completed the formalities with apparent There is another sound reason for broadening the basis 
merit, but who simply never can and never will measure of an engineering education, however. The field of me- 
up to what you and I mean when we speak of a competent chanical engineering has been tremendously expanded 
engineer. These poor souls go through life ever in a rut, during the past two decades. The developments of the 
frustrated and disappointed, feeling, perhaps with some war period alone would probably justify the addition of 
justice, that they have been sold down the river because two semesters of junior or senior work in engineering to 
they have been through the diploma mill but simply can- the technical curriculum. It is no accident that those of 
not make the grade. A system which permits this to hap- us who received our engineering degrees 15 to 30 years 
pen to an extensive degree does no good either to the ago find ourselves somewhat tongue-tied when confronted 
profession or to the victims of the system. with the theory of atomic fission, with the broad array of 

Can anyone doubt that the engineer who has had an new materials, with electronics, which latter is rapidly 
opportunity to acquire broad interests, more Catholic becoming the handmaiden of mechanical as well as elec- 
tastes, the ability to read and appreciate good literature, trical engineering, or of the new techniques of metallurgy 
and above all the power of self-expression, orally and and heat-treatment, with statistical methods of quality 
on paper, will be a better and more effective engineer? control, or of a host of other developments which were 
One of the shortcomings which many of our members, unknown a decade or two ago. If the mechanical engineer 
though fully competent in their professional fields, would of the future is to be anything more than a narrow speci- 
be among the first to admit is a certain inarticulateness. alist, he is going to have to cram more material into his 

. Too many others are narrow in their outlook, because of cranium than can possibly be done in the short space of a 
overspecialization beginning at their most impressionable four-year college course. It is not my concept of the en- 
age. Is it surprising that such men should find it difficult gineer’s objective that he should go on knowing more and 
to avoid getting in a groove? Yet there is no profession more about less and less, until finally he knows every- 
whose members seem to possess historically greater poten- thing about nothing. Unless we are to have a completely 
tialities for enjoyment of the arts and the humanities as functionalized society, the best engineer as a rule will be 
avocations than that of the engineer. It has been true the broadest one. 
from the days of Leonardo da Vince, who was no less We are on the threshold of an era of great scientific capable a mechanical engineer than he was an artist and a advancement, which, in the judgment of many, will gener- 
sculptor. I remember with pleasure a display of canvasses ate a host of new industries and to such dn extent trans- 
at an Annual Meeting of the Society in New York a few form our daily lives that one day the techniques of 1946 
years back, every one of which had been painted by a will seem as crude and outworn as those of the nineteenth 
member of the A.S.M.E. There is no broader, mote in- century seem to us. If mechanical engineers are to meet telligent, or intellectually more delightful conversational- the challenge of research and discovery, they will re- 
ist than an all-round engineer; and per contra, perhaps quire the best of preparation. There never was a more 
never a worse bore than a hack. timely moment in history to raise the standards of our 

I do not imply for a moment that the only way to se- profession or to take steps to hold them high. Professor 
cure an education is to go to college, or that the technical Slichter of Harvard recently pointed out that physicists, 
graduate who has had no more than fou years of chemists, engineers, and metallurgists are increasing in 
straight mechanical engineering may not dev..up into a numbers from ten to fourteen times as fast as the gain- 
broad-gaged, well-informed person of wisdom and fully employed, that expenditures on industrial research 
breadth of vision. One need but point to this audience were nine times as large in 1939 as in 1920. Under these 
to give the lie to any such calumny. Neitaer do I imply conditions, both the competence and the economic em- e@ 
that every hack engineer, who has ever kt u hatched out phasis by this Society is on quality rather than quantity. 
by a technical school, would have been a‘ -«:1el-Come-to- And that, gentlemen , is what we should stand for. 
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e Meet Your Department Head . . . 

Eprtor’s Nore: This is the first in a series, by Jack 
Strohm, introducing you to the department heads here 
at Wisconsin. 

OY ANDREAS HOUGEN, head of the University on refractories and abrasives, on grain dust explosions, 

Chemical Engineering department, was born at Mani- on nitrogen fixation, and textile research on degumming, 

towoc, Wis., on October 4, 1893. He studied chemical soaking, knitting, and bleaching, and he has acted as a 

engineering at the University of Washington, and in 1915 consultant on sulfonated oils for National Oil Products. 

graduated with honors. He received his Ph.D. from the . 

University of Wisconsin in 1925. . 

Dr. Hougen is a member of Alpha Chi Sigma, Sigma 

Xi, Delta Pi Epsilon, Phi Beta Kappa, Phi Lambda Up- eal 

silon, and Tau Beta Pi. Fraternities, as well as the fol- rs * 

lowing professional organizations: The American Institute ae aut = 

of Chemical Engineers, The American Chemical Society, ye , 

and the Society for the Promotion of Engineering Educa- im 4 ania g 

tion, more recently known as the American Society of En- rae ds w r y . 

gineering Education. Dr. Hougen has always taken an = : 

active interest in engineering relations. At the present |  . _ 

time he is on the Projects Committee of the A.I.Ch. E., — 

the Editorial Committee of John Wiley and Sons, the r 

American Society of Engineering Education Research " 

Committee, chairman: of the Program Committee for the 

St. Louis A.I.Ch.E. convention, chairman of the Univer- s 

sity’s Physical Science Division, and chairman of the Col- ©. A. Hougen 

lege of Engineering Planning Committee. 

In 1919 he married Miss Olga Berg at Madison, Wis- . . . . 
consin. The Hougens have one daughter, Ester. Dr. Hougen has aided in special research and projects 

From 1917 to 1918 he served as an instructor at the during two World Wars. During World War I most of 

University of Wis., from 1920 to 1926 as an assistant pro- his work was on nitrogen fixation, and during the more 

fessor, from 1926 to 1937 as an associate professor, at mecent war he worked on the Thermal Production of 

which time he was promoted to full professor. However, Chlorine, and the Drying of Gases for the Navy and Air 

this period was broken once when Dr. Hougen took a Craft Industries. 

leave of absence in 1936 and 1937 to act as professor of He is co-author of two textbooks, one being “Industrial 

Chemical engineering at the Armour Institute of Tech- Chemical Calculations”, the other, “Chemical Process 

nology. During his twenty-nine, (almost thirty), years Principles”, and he has written chapters in several other 

at the University here, he has taught some 14 different books. He has published more than sixty papers in many 

oourses. fields. Some of the more important fields include re- 

Dr. Hougen has worked in industry on a large number fractories, heat transfer, textiles, gas absorption, dyeing, 

@.. different problems and processes. More important of and leather. 

these include: ore analysis for the American Smelting and Dr. Hougen’s hobbies are stamp collecting, photogra- 

Refining Company, work in the leather industry, research phy, and. golf. 
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Lumbering in the Mill 
by R. J. Mitchell m’48 

—Photographs courtesy 
U. S. Forest Products Ind. 

A SAWMILL is a series of specialized cutting machines. Carriage and Headsaw 

Ti wonden to: Keep: iiiese machines operating, efficient The first principal machine that a log would encounter conveyors and handling equipment are also necessary. : ill Id t likely be th , 
The machines might be classified as to function, and ee Gadele a mi leone mos : med et flew omc, 
further, as mass production or specialized production ma- h /“ asia. Fee tebe On & BAMHATURE “CrOUey HES . chines, Te ‘ene much sa crosshead ona stream oe 

ie., a direct connection between the carriage and a 
In order to understand the functions of sawmill equip- pision in a steam cylinder. The carriage is equipped with 

ment, let us see what is necessary in the conversion of metal knees from which steel fingers can be extended. 
logs into accurately dimensioned timber. A board must These grip the log firmly, and by means of a setworks, 
have length, thickness, and width. The trimmer deter- the knees are moved forward into the line of cut of the 
mines the length by cutting from the board the barkey headsaw. This setworks may be either manually, elec- 

. or unsound ends. The thickness is determined by the eetlagt ce et icin and band saws 

headsaw and carriage. Frequently, the resaw or gangsaw = The former is used to the greatest advantage in the high- 
is used in this capacity. To give the board definite width, speed cutting of small logs. Band saws are best used in 
the edger is operated. This cuts the barky sides from the cutting of larger logs at a slower carriage speed. The 
the board, leaving the edges smooth and parallel. Con- smaller the log, the faster the cut must be in order to 
sider each of these machines separately. keep up production. If an attempt were made to run the 

log past a band saw at circular saw speeds, the band it- 
. , = a aetna — self would probably be pushed from the pulleys, or warp- 
™_ Di ie as ee © ee ing of the saw would take place. On the other hand, if 

; pa _2 wet Pe large logs were cut on a circular rig, one would find much = oo MM nee — Sof the log going into the slab-conveyor as waste. Such 
os ae « a dl io oe a em saws can be made large enough to reach through big 

Coe S La - We ote oC 5 4 timber, but increases in the thickness must also be made 
bes RO peep ate rages ae pcan which means more power needed and more lumber going 
Poe j I Zoe 4, YS ery into sawdust. In choosing a saw rig, one must take into 
I a i 4 3 ae oo FX ieee consideration the size of the timber to be cut. 

, gk ee Le : The Resaw and Gangsaws 

. l Ag A AA. Bt ie 4 In mass producing lumber, the resaw and gangsaws are 
oe : =~ % e D I @ AWM frequently used. The resaw might best be described as 
@ | Se, ey 4 BF Wi #7 a saw located in the middle of a slot. A two-inch board, 

Pe ~~ oe as NY | : for example, will be fed through this slot by live-rolls 
\ nal y iF A ‘ oo : = } A and emerge as two one-inch boards. The gangsaw is the 

ae b : Pie od 4 same thing on a much larger scale. A number of saws 
BE pote oy eS I a are placed on eccentrics on the main shaft and operate at 

re ou ‘ i, ei a ae © high speed. A canted timber or, in some cases, a whole 

Se ae Ny i) log is put through the gangsaw and emerges in a shower 
Se a ' aa : : of lumber. The high production advantage is obvious, 
ioe es me : . . but the disadvantages are less obvious. 
ares , a Our best lumber is tangentially sawed, or quartersawed 

Saw-dulling. grit is washed fiom In using the gangsaw, much of the lumber will be cut 
logs by sprays such as this. radially. This gives a board with the annual rings per- 
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pendicular to the face and such boards will be much a sprocket driven link-chain type, with cleats to push the 

weaker than quarter-sawed lumber. boards along. 

A second disadvantage is the fact that one unsound The Power Plant 

spot in the log wall probably show up in over alli the Until very recent years, very little or no attention 
boards cut from it on the gangsaw. In cutting the same j he effici f the boil its which h 

& log on the carriage and headsaw, the spot could probably was given the ettictency © the boven unlisiwincl are the 
. a , . source of power in nearly all sawmills. Fuel in the form 

be entirely embodied in one board across its width. Much f sawdust had to b d id i ; | 
. . of sawdust had to be used to avoid its excessive accumula- 

reduction of grade takes place in these two ways, but the : 5 . 

duction factor still makes the installation of gangsaws tion. More fuel in the form of slabs and edgings and 
profitable taanany teases, : ane! trimmer blocks were available with little added effort. 

These were carried into a “hog” by conveyors, and from 

The Edger and Trimmer there to the fuel rooms by a similar conveyor. The hog 

. embodies sturdy knives which hack the wood waste into 

If one were to put ewe movable circular saws on a shaft, small, easily handled, readily combustible bits of fuel. 

keyed so as to permit sliding, he would have a simple In the face of such excess, there is little wonder that 

edger. Innumerable ways could be contrived to move time was not wasted in improving the efficiency of the 

: power plant. 

Ca ye ar fs i. The Corliss and D-slide valve engines are quite com- 

y . re yy i ies = mon in the sawmills. The latter are popular due to the 

f te. Bin g. ‘ simple upkeep and the ruggedness of the unit. Corliss 

i ha = os a | engines are to be found in many large mills where an en- 

; ‘ Re ~ >» gineer or mechanic is available constantly for tending the 

ae mn i ey plant. The Corliss engines are much more efficient, but 

P Uns E | - a — Be ee that has not been a prime factor in the selection of a saw- 

i L_ oe mill engine. 

ae Seay ee Th > f- 
ee eae YI ae: seas i Pee 

een ila nie ne ae a zi po 

Pose a 
a Be 

A big douglas fir log has received its is ee 
first cut at the head rig of a saw mill. , 

these saws, but the most popular are the crank-pinion- ey a es * 

rack, and the lever arrangement methods. The latter in- ete 

volves the principle of similar triangles, and the former : , .. ae soe 

is merely a pinion fixed on long crank that operates a Pe e ean ¢ es a 

movable rack which embodies a sawguide. Either method . 2. 2 oe Le 

is simply to change the spacing of saws so as to cut a dif- oo : a oe 

ferent width from the rough edged plank as received from Ce ; od 

the headsaw. The plank is fed through the saws by a Fe : ee 

set of live, toothed, feedrolls. No matter what the capaci- es . : 

ty, all edgers embody these basic features, and they are all A long ribbon of veneer is being peeled 

operated for the same purpose; to get the greatest amount from a log in a powerful veneer lathe. : 

of cree lumber from the board and to give it smooth Now that the operator has a source of added income 

parallel sides. through his waste, he is beginning to watch the consump- 

Similarly, if one were to place two movable saws on a tion of that waste more carefully. The strips and edgings 

are shaft ef 7 ew wae and feed the et can be made into paper, and this practice is just gaining 

these saws side-on, he wou ave a trimmer. e func- momentum. The sawdust can be made into industrial . 

tion of the trimmer is to remove barky ends and to cut alcohol, as can other wastes. The government operates a 

© out rotten spots. A more popular and efficient type is plant in Springfield, Oregon, to produce alcohol from 

eS oe large oils A cross-feed table res cinder a the wood wastes in that vicinity. Lignin is produced from 

number of pair of these saws to intercept the board as such alcohol. This is a by-product of wood and has a 

it crosses beneath. The feed for such a machine is usually vontinued _ page 20) 
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Badger Carill 
by R. J. Meisekothen ch’47 

MeN a7 e 
"he > ie. Bate Rasy 

a Mik + 
ss Mees “ te ae ae 
3 Ni 

| ay Oo Se ZI ee ie oe AS a 

— \e ST. NE < oe ed , 7. ew 

ee ge a 
4 ee ; | ee 

a ee ee we ae ee 
ae — oe 

2 —Courtesy Meuer Photoart 

“That the harmony of its bells may symbolize in the 
future that deeper harmony of forces that underlies ef- 
fective living alike for the individual and the state’— 
so spoke President Glenn Frank at the cornerstone laying 
ceremony of Wisconsin’s Carillon tower on December 10, 
1934. 

AS you probably know, Wisconsin’s carillon towet army composed of state militia and federal soldiers dur- 
stands on a knoll in the area between the trees and ing the state’s famous Blackhawk War. (Note: the dif- the Blackhawk retreat marker just Northwest of Bascom ference between a chimes and carillon is one of definition, 

Hall. Local history maintains that it was across this knoll mainly. To clarify the tariff laws of 1930, a chimes was eS 
about 100 years ago, that a small band of Sauk Indians, stated as a set of tuned bells from 2 to 25 while a carillon 
led by the fiery Chief Blackhawk, retreated before an is only a group above 25). 
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The idea of a chime for the University originated with quality, therefore the entire set is cast from the same 

the members of the class of 1917. The dome of Main molten bronze of the approximate ratio of 13 parts cop- 

Hall (now known as Bascom Hall) had recently burned Pet £0 4 parts tin. Most exacting of all is the tuning. Bells 

and it was felt that in its reconstruction a chime could * originally cast, even in the finest proportions, possess 
: . ' oa overtones which clash harmonically, particularly since the 

e@ easily be installed. There were no carillons in this country 54 when struck rapidly dissolves into a discordant hum- 

at the time but many colleges and universities were instal- tone which vibrates for a long time. The bell-tuner care- 

ling chimes. Subsequent classes were invited to contribute fully harmonizes this clash by turning the bell in a lathe 

to the fund. Today the carillon and tower stand as the which pares the inside surface slightly. Each bell is tuned 

gift of nine classes (1917-1926), whose contribution to five tones: There is the “hum-tone” an octave below 

amounted to $30,000. the “fundamental” which sounds immediately after the 

A change in the University’s building program left bell is struck. The tone an octave above the fundamental : 

Bascom Hall without a dome, and in 1932 plans were *S known as the “nominal”, and sounds only briefly at 

started for the purchase of a carillon and the construction the moment of striking. Between the fundamental and 

of a tower to house it. Rapidly rising building costs would nominal are: a miner third and fifth above the funda- 

have prevented the completion of the project except for mental. It is this complexity which eves richness te the 

the grant of $11,600 by the Public Works Administration bell tone and must be regarded (along with the lingering 

of the Federal Government. The cornerstone was laid by sound) in arranging music for and in playing the caril- 

the late President Glenn Frank, in December 1934. The lon. A good bell can last five centuries and remain un- 

tower, designed by Arthur Peabody, State Architect, and changed in tone. 

built by Maas Bros. of Watertown, was completed in In the carillon the bells do not swing but are hung 

June 1935. The carillon was cast and installed by Gillett rigid and fixed. They are connected with a keyboard by 

and Johnston of Croydan, England. The first 25 bells 4 series of tempered steel wires and levers, which release 

were installed before the dedication in June 1936, and 2 clapper to strike the inside of the sound bow. The caril- 

five added in 1937. The frame and console were built to lon can also be operated by a clockwork mechanism which 

accommodate a total of 36 bells, of which the six largest releases clappers to strike the outside of the bells. The 

remain to be added. It is hoped that future graduating former is used for concerts and special occasions while 

classes will wish to contribute toward the completion of the latter rings the hours, halves, and quarters. 

the carillon and installation of a mechanism for striking Wide Variety of Music May Be Played 

the hours and quarters. 
The keyboard or console from which the bells are 

Much Engineering and Physics Involved in Design played is a sturdy oak frame fitted with levers arranged 

The tower itself is 85 feet high and 22 feet square at somewhat as piano keys, but many times larger since they 
the base. It has a steel framework to support the masonry F€ struck with the whole hand. Pedals allow the use of . 

and the tremendous weight of the bells. (Note: since the the feet so that three to six tones may be included in one 

steel framework absorbs about 75% of the vibrational chord. You will be surprised at the range and variety of 

energy imparted to the bells, it is believed that the sound music that you hear on the carillon, anything from roun: 

range of the instrument could be increased tremendously delays £0: Opera: Since even carillon is designed individ. 

by using a wooden frame to support the bells). The play- ually and there is no uniformity in number or weight of 

ing chamber is 50 ft. above the ground, one story above bells, music written for one instrument may not be suitable 

an empty chamber designed to house a future striking for another. As $ result every carillonneur adapts his 

mechanism for hours and quarters. Large trapdoors in ©W™ music to the instrument which he plays, keeping in 

all floors permit raising and lowering of bells during in- mind its range and tone: qualities. The carillonneurs Ox: 

stallation. The masonry consists of Madison Sandstone ford is the Belgian national Carillon School at Malines, 

to harmonize with Bascom Hall. The ballustrade on the Belgium. Carillons appear to have originated in the Low 

roof has also been designed similar to the one on Bas- Countries and nowhere else have they reached such a high 

com. The whole structure was done in a simple yet very state of development. 

appropriate style. The instrument is best heard at distances from 300 to 

The bells, 30 in number, range 21 octaves chromatical- 1000 feet from the tower, depending on the wind condi- 

ly. There is room for six more large bells to fill out three tions and the echo from buildings. Under ideal states of 
octaves. The bells are of varied size, the smallest weigh- : Bacall 
. : 5 : weather the sound of the bells is almost directionless, 
ing 32 pounds with a diameter of 10% inches and a _ oo. : . 
height of 10 inches; the largest weighing 3109 pounds seemingly floating in the air without source. Wisconsin 

and measuring 52 inches by 48 inches. The range in authorities have chosen one of the finest locations pos- 

@ pitch extends from a high Bb for the smallest bell to alow sible from the standpoint of the carrilon itself. Bells 

Eb for the largest. A great deal of effort and experience sound sweetest through the trees and over water. Situated 

goes into the making of bells at the Croydan factory. It is as the carillon is near blue Mendota, it affords the ideal 

a difficult process to cast a set of bells of the same tone home for the University’s splendid carillon. 
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C ighli ampus Highlights . 
by John Tanghe e’47 

New Buildings Enrollment Figures Vacancies in Steel Industry 

Windows on the west and east In the semester just completed At a dinner meeting of the stu- 
sides of the Mechanical Engineer- there were 1510 engineers enrolled dent branch of the American In- 
ing Building have become perfect as freshmen and 408 as seniors. stitute of Mining Enginegrs held 

: Barring possible slight irregularities shortly before the Christmas vaca- grandstands from which to watch d diti . . : Willi EB é Tater. the construction work now in prog- ue to postwar com ittons, it ap. tion, uliam ©. brewster of Inter: 
: 9 pears that the beginning freshman national Harvester Company ex- ress adjacent to the M.E. Building. ‘ isined thee ah . Fieve aretha facte.on the new build. of today stands only one chance in plained that ¢ ere are many vacan 

. . three of completing his course—hm. cies in the steel industry open to 
ines going up: . young metallurgical engineers. 

To the West .. . Four buildings This, he explained, is because no are being erected immediately west men have been available for the 
of the MLE. Building. Two of these, ee past five years and consequently 
a cafeteria and a food storage build- G@ - cei new men are badly needed. 
ing, will occupy the lot nearest the A KX wi Mr. Gordon Packard, in charge 
corner of Breese Terrace and Uni- eS : of personnel management for In- 
versity Avenue. A third is being \ Re ternational Harvester, and William 
erected along Breese Terrace just Wright of the board of directors of south of the cafeteria building—it Disaster! that company were also present at 
will house various electrical engi- . the meeting. 
neering laboratories and classrooms. Dan’l Cupid dealt a crushing e 

The fourth of these buildings is blow deep in the heart of a strong- . 
« going up on the land immediately ly fortified bachelor Wisconsin En- M. E. Honorary Society 

adjacent to the west side of the gineer staff when he snared Emil One honorary and sixteen stu- 
present M. E. Building, between it Kasum, assistant editor, and bound dent mechanical engineers were ini- and the cafeteria being constructed him over to Miss Shirley Hamann, tiated into Alpha Chapter of Pi 
on the corner. It will have 14 class- B.S. 3. They were married at the Tau Sigma, national mechanical en- 
rooms and one large drafting room. Pilgrim Congregational Church, gineering honorary fraternity, on All of these buildings are tempo- Milwaukee, on December 21. Best December 3. Those initiated were: 
rary one-story structures obtained of luck to a swell editor and his re- Doctor Otto Uyehara, Erling Bli- 
from the federal government. They cent bride! gard, Daniel Canute, Claude Cros- 
are made of Johns-Manville “Tran- Graduation ceremonies have like- by, Eugene Dangle, Albert Ebi, 
site” material and are being moved wise shown their mark amidst mem- Robert Fibikar, Walter Friedman, 
here from nearby sites. bers of the Wisconsin Engineer Walter Gray, Raymond Karabinus, 

To the East . . . Additional con- staff. Raymond Meisekothen (ChE) Erwin Koppel, Roger Laughlin, 
struction is being done just east of and John Tanghe (E.E.), graduates Daniel MacDonald, William Mickel- 
the Mechanical Engineering Build- of this month, are both members son, Marshall Nelson, Keith 
ing. Two engineering laboratory of the editorial staff. Ray leaves for Rhodes, and Warren Whitney. 
buildings are being erected, one on Chicago in February to start work A steak dinner feting the new 
either side of the Mining and Metal- with Swift and Company. His ar- initiates was held at the Capital 
lurgical Engineering Building. Be- ticle on the Carillon Tower appears Hotel following the initiation cere- 
hind the M.&ML.E. building, the in this issue. John plans to do grad- mony. Mr. Rex. Vernon, Sales Pro- 
wooden structure formerly used as uate work for a semester or two. motion Manager of the Johnson 
a sawmill for the old Forest Prod- Harold May, editor of the Wiscon- Service Co. of Milwaukee, address- e@ 
ucts Laboratory is being enlarged sin Engineer, has extended his ap- ed the group on the subject of 
and will be the new location of the preciation to both men for their Sales Engineering. 
foundry laboratory. work on the magazine. (continued on’ page 27) 
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Wire Recordi 
by James L. Vasilion e’48 

oni 

TH idea of recording sounds magnetically on a strip the sound wave to be recorded. The overall effect of do- 

of moving tape or wire has been in the minds of men ing this is to improve the linearity of magnetization. 

since 1898, when a Danish scientist, Poulsen, first pro- Recordings made on modern wire records (Fig. 1) can 

duced a crude magnetic recording of sound. His equip- literally be played back 100,000 times or more with little 

ment consisted of a heavy steel wire passing between the noticable difference in volume or quality. Units used 

poles of two large electromagnets which were excited from during the war were entirely self contained with ampli- 

a source of alternating voltage. As the strength of the fier, speaker, recording, playback, and erase circuits, and 

electromagnets was varied, so would the strength of the had a frequency response of 100 to 5000 cycles per sec- 

magnetic pattern produced on the wire vary. To repro- 

duce the magnetic sound waves, the process was merely 

reversed and the sounds could be heard from an ear- 

phone connected to the electromagnets. One of the dif- 

ficulties encountered with this arrangement was, that as 

the wire advanced it would also tend to rotate about its 

own axis and cause large fluctuations in volume. The 
. 

velocity of the wire required made it necessary to employ 

large quantities of wire, and the quality of reproduction 

was very distorted as a result of the magnetization curve 

of the steel wire. | 

Within the last ten years these problems have been 

nearly completely solved as a result of many careful tests. | Sound Wa vel | | 

The problem of axial rotation of the wire was solved. by 

the development of a special wire which could be magne- | | | 

tized longitudinally. This type of magnetization is illus- 

trated in figure 2, hence the magnetic pattern through any LESS ZZ LESS 

diameter of a cross section is equal in magnitude. It was ae See ee ee 

found that by making the diameter of the wire smaller, SSS 4 Wikis” SE 

the response to high frequencies was improved. The re- | | | 

cording head, which is also used to reproduce the record- Magnetization of Wire 

ing, was redesigned to accommodate longitudinally po- 

larized magnetization and was provided with an air gap 

of about one one-thousandth of an inch. This, of course, 

resulted in a highly concentrated magnetic field about the ond. The advantages of this system over any other means 

wire, hence the resolution for high frequency sounds and of recording are immunity to shock and vibration, also 

sensitivity of the head were greatly improved. The use all or any part of the wire can be erased magnetically and 

of smaller wire and concentrated field made it possible iced over again. 

to reduce the recording speed to 24% feet pee second, in- A still different approach to the problem of magnetic 

creasing the playing time realized from a given size spool recording was tried in Germany. The Germans, during 

e of wire. To overcome the distortion introduced by the the war, developed a recorder making use of a plastic 

magnetization curve of the wire, a constant high frequen- tape .05 mm. thick and 5 mm. wide coated with magnetic 

cy sine wave of about 30 kilocycles was superimposed with (consinued’on page’26) 
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Triangle-Kappa Eta Kappa 
e 

Semi-Formal | 
by John Tanghe e’47 

Outside the snow was floating ed Prof. and Mrs. John C. Weber, spective fraternities, were in charge 

down—inside 60 Christmas-spirited Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Elmergreen, of all arrangements for the dance. 
couples were dancing and laughing and Mr. and Mrs. William Faulkes. Under their direction committees 
in an atmosphere of holly and mis- Mid-way through the dance the from both fraternities planned the 

tletoe . . . This was the scene at orchestra suddenly stopped playing decorations, finances, and entertain- 

Nakoma Country Club on the eve- and Santa Claus John Ashenbruck- ment. 

ning of December 20 as the mem- er of Triangle appeared through a Music for the dance was furnished 

bers of Kappa Eta Kappa and Tri- side window. Despite slipping pil- by Will Harold and his orchestra. 
angle engineering fraternities usher- lows and scratching whiskers, Kris Although using “Will Harold” as 

ed in the holiday season at their Kringle Ashenbrucker delighted the his professional name, the orches- 

jointly-sponsored Christmas semi- couples with his poems and jests as tra leader’s true name is Harold W. 

formal dance. he presented gifts to the girls. Luebs, M. 4, and he is a brother 
The evening was officially Another highlight of the evening of KHK member Arthur H. Luebs, 

opened with a banquet supper at came when all KHK members EE. Grad. 

the Country Club during which joined together in a skyrocket cheer : . . : 

KHK President William A. “Mike” to indicate their approval of Miss ie: beam, pices etal phy Tri- 
Larsen and Triangle President Ray- Shirley Hamann, B.S. 3, who at- angle and Kappa Pe Kappa, ‘s 

mond R. Holton introduced the tended the dance with Emil Kasum, typical of the MERY: social funetions 

guests of the evening and the fra- E.E. 3, and was to become his bride these te. fraternities: have held iad 

ternity officers. The chaperons the following day. This was in keep- gntben tn pene years and which have 

were Prof. and Mrs. Kurt F. Wendt ing with the fraternity custom now become tradition on the om 

and Mr. and Mrs. Leonard H. Rall. whereby the members feel it is their ST ccrcin sing Both: one ations 

Prof. Wendt is in the Mechanics duty to voice approval or disap- at onginecring raternities, hilo 

Department of the College of En- proval of all brides-to-be. being solely for electrical engineers, 

gineering and Mr. Rall is an in- Robert F. Miller of Triangle and Triangle being composed of mem 
structor in the university Economics Philip J. Wanzek of Kappa Eta bers from each branch of engineer- 

Department. Special guests includ- Kappa, social chairmen of their re- ing. 
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NUMBER 5 OF A SERIES No 

Neo 7 for Engi 
’ WY, It’s hard to hurry mabii—ery , 

3S Switchboard 2.000001 g YS a Sswitchboar o 1 by o 

i } a Oue of ne major problems i by wy 
I~ estern Electric engineers in the rus! r 

hi) di] Dee to make telephone switchboards fast LY 
f ‘ | i (( 7 —to meet unprecedented demands— Lf 

( & \ \ a is the complexity of manufacture in- 0 
WE volved. . Problem for 

= ~ A recent study of what it takes to . : 
Wh C d make a cea ne oueees type of Production Engineers 

manual switchboard installation con- va 
y . SHU eHsers sisting of ten operator positions will Easy? Not when it means providing 

now live longer give you some idea of the complexity. machine capacity for welding a bil- 
. . Here are the principal items of appa- lion precious metal contacts per year 

Testing and setting standards for ma- ratus required: 5,680 relays; 19,500 — five times the previous maximum 
terials is a vital part of production at jacks; 15,000 lamps of various kinds production rate! This problem was 
Western Electric. . plus their lamp sockets and mount- one of the most critical faced by 

Take, for example, the tissue paper ing; 17,000 lamp caps of various col- Western Electric engineers in meet- 
—about 1/10 the thickness of a hu- ors and designations; 450 mounting ing tremendously increased demands 
man hair—used as insulation between plates of relays, wondensercand resist. for telephone equipment. 
the turns of aluminum foil in millions ances; 580 resistances; 550 condens- A pair of these contacts is required 
of “paper” condensers for the Bell ers; 360 fuses; 691 jack spaces and a at every point in telephone circuits 
System. total of 1,071,000 conductor feet of where current is interrupted in switch- 

Condenser life is generally in direct wire and cable! ing. They minimize “noise” in your 
proportion to the quality of tissue telephone receiver. They’re made of 
used. In studying effects of differ- bi-metal tape—the contact surface is 
ences in chemical composition, fibre paper-thin precious metal, usually 
structure, thickness, pinholes and —_—__ palladium. The balance is less expen- 
other properties to set a standard of Ss OQ sive metal such as nickel. 
quality, engineers found intrinsic ASG) By providing recently developed 
variables so great that a method of LON electronic control equipment and 
rating had to be developed. ore SS , making mechanical improvements in 

They solved this problem by mak- YT UL the precision welding machines — 
ing sample condensers using each ( SW which must cut off small pieces of 
type of paper and checking them at & SA tape, accurately position them on 

__ high temperatures and high voltages Ce telephone apparatus parts and weld 
*» to determine life expectancy. ——— them securely—the engineers pushed 

Correlating results of these acceler- operating speeds to a new high. 
ated life tests with manufacturing Result: only about two-thirds as 
data led to improved paper making In spite of this complexity, Western many hard-to-get new welding ma- 
methods—paper manufacturing ma- Electric is speeding switchboards on chines were needed —a half-million 
chines of new designs—increased pro- their way. Production in 1946 of dollars were saved —and welds of 
duction of the right kind of paper— manual switchboards is expected to higher quality are being produced at 
longer-lived condensers. break a record of 16 years’ standing. the rate of a billion a year! 

Manufacturing telephone and radio apparatus for the Bell System is Western Electric’s primary job. It calls 
for engineers of many kinds — electrical, mechanical, industrial, chemical, metallurgical — who devise 

and improve machines and processes for large scale production of highest quality communications equipment. 

West Electr1 
= = = A UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM SINCE 1882 = = 7&7 
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Lumbering in the Mill 
(continued from page 11) @ 

higher heating value than wood itself. Calcium sulfate, power lathes and modern gluing processes of today. The 
another by-product), renders a commercial fertilizer lamination of these “plies” has given us not only a new 
similar to gypsum. These are only a few of the uses to wood product, but a new market for wood products, the 
which the excess fuel is put, and greater refinement of aircraft industry. Superb performance was turned in by 
mills in the future is seen as a result of such demand for the Mosquitoe Bombers of Britain in this war. The con- 
these excesses. struction was almost wholly of plywood. : 

Mose ‘ransmission of power in sawmills is through the Laminated timbers, formed to needs, have replaced the mee ium of belt and pulley. In some plants, however, the oid trusses which were formerly made from massive trees 
oiler station is removed from the mill some distance, at considerable labor and expense. They can be impreg- 

(due to the fire hazard), and the teainsntips 10th is through nated with plastics to improve durability. Wood engineer- the use © turbo-generators and individual motors on ing has become an active field in recent years, and such 
t —_— mui Since this method, while rather efficient, laminated members are significant of the products to ex- is costly to install and maintain, you may safely expect pect in the future. 
to see the old reciprocating engines and the traceries of . . oo, . belts throughout the sawmills for a long time. Furniture is coming in for its share of the benefits of 

this engineering. New compressed wood products, bond- 
New Wood Industries ed with phenolic or urea resins, gives a wood that will not 

Since power sawmilling made its debut over sixteen check, hardly warp, and swells but little from its basic 

centuries ago, such a thing as the plywood industry may dimensions. 
well be considered “brand-new”. The crude planks turned It is a good idea to keep this progress of woods in mind. 
out in those days by wind-driven mills are noticeably dif- You might remember: WOOD—THE GREAT POTEN- 
ferent from the high-grade plywoods turned out by the TIAL. . 

i 

SEP ES aaa 

LL th s : _ 

co. ee 
Lt. ne a a 2e a oe > _ Re A - . ‘ BRAINSTORM = ey 

eee NX \ 

) — oe i 

RES cee . 

NATURE held the original patent on the whirl- —_ engineering at B&W. Testimony that, while old 
ing force of the cyclone. But it was B&W who _ enough to have pioneered important advances 
first put the idea to work separating water and in many divergent fields, B&W is young enough 
solids from steam to improve the performance to have new ideas— ideas for all industries, in con- 
of boilers. nection with present problems or future plans. 
B&W calls its adaptation of nature’s destruc- ¥ : P ¥ 
tive force to useful work, the Cyclone Steam neen nats Terao poly of Saena noche 
Separator. Its use in power boilers makes larger, Neto ou ‘i = opments Orers tech- 
more rapid swings in power loads possible, pica’ graduates excellent career opportunities 
raises boiler and turbine efficiency and cuts iD. diversified fields of manufacturing, sales, maintenance costs engineering, research and in many other voca- 

. tions. Send for the booklet “Your Career.” It 
Development of the Cyclone Steam Separator tells the story of the Babcock and Wilcox Com- 
is but one of many examples of imaginative pany in terms of your future. G-as2 

THE BABCOCK & WILCOX CO. ni ern a cate! » NEW YORK 6 N. Y, 
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Television camera, receiving tube, all-electronic receiver and radio relay equipment 
. are the result of pioneering and research at RCA Laboratories. 

2, 2 2 2. oe e Behind every big stride in Television- RCA Laboratories! 

From the scene of action—to your own liv- _ RCA Victor Television Receiver—with the a —r”—“—ONC—C—C~C CS 
ing room—these RCA developments based new RCA exclusive “Eye Witness” feature —r—seEB cs 
upon research at RCA Laboratories mean that “locks” the picture, keeps it bright, — a 0CCU 
television at its finest: clear—as steady as a picture on the wall. ES eo 

RCA Image Orthicon Camera sees what- RCA Radio Relay equipment enables tele- of ee ‘a se 

ever the human eye sees, even in the light vision stations to broadcast events taking = il 
of a match! Sports events on cloudy days place far from the studio, and eventually a : 
or in twilight do not fade because this ™2Y link television networks. In televi- - _ 0 18) a oe ie q sion, as in radio, Victrola* radio-phono- | ee <acsiill super-sensitive camera eliminates the nee raphs, records, or tubes, if it bears the ma f lighti grap! 
or strong lighting. name RCA or RCA Victor, it is one of the a 

. : finest instruments of its kind science has RCA VICTOR table model tele- RCA Mirror-backed Kinescope—search- : 
- a wt 7 achieved. vision receiver with the exclusive light brilliance for home television. All the : : : “Eye Witness Picture Synchro- 

lifelike realism and detail caught by the Radio Corporation of America, RCA Building, nizer” that assures you brighter, 
RCA Image Orthicon Cameraisreproduced Radio City, New York 20... Listen to The clearer, steadier pictures. It is now 
by this new receiving tube that loses none —_- RCA Victor Show, Sundays, 2:00 P. M., East- _ available in some areas—see your 
of the original brilliance. ern Time, over NBC, *'Victrola" T.M. Reg. U.S. Pat,Of. local RCA Victor dealer. 

& RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 
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Al i Not 
by R. Zirbel m’47 

Mining oe Metallurgy Mr. Nordberg’s chief work was con- Western Railway at St. Paul, Minn., 
nected with diesel work at the Nordberg died in that city on May 7. 

YARNE, JOHN L., met’38, recent- Manufacturing Company, but he is re- PELESKE, LEO W., ¢’30, joined the 
ly accepted a position in the Metallurgi- membered by many for his active par- staff of Consoer, Townsend and Asso- 
cal Research Laboratory of the Chain ticipation in civic affairs, and for his ciates, of Chicago, on Jan. 1, 1946. He 
Belt Company in Milwaukee. prominence as an inventor and engi- is engaged in promotion work. 

The following Wisconsin graduates neer. He was a member of the Wiscon- BENGS, DONALD C., 31, was ap- 
are currently engaged in research work sin Registration Board of Architects and Pointed. last simimey awanlstaneveiey ene 
at the Battelle Memorial Institute, Co- Professional Engineers for many years. gineer for Waukesha, Wis. 
lumbus, Ohio: We regret his premature demise. DODGE, ELDON R.,. ’32, has beans 

DR. C. H. LONG, supervisor of Metal WACHTLE, WILLIAM, m’44, and appointed head of the civil engineering 
Process Metallurgy, YOUNG, WARREN, m’44, each have depatement mt Montana State College 

DR. L. W. EASTWOOD, met’29, returned from several years’ service with at Bozeman, Mont. 

Phd’31, now Assistant Supervisor of the Navy, and are at present engaged PLATZ,, GEORGE A., ’32, is chief 
Process Metallurgy, in graduate research work. More tubes design engineer for the Solar Aircraft 
DANIEL E. KRAUSE, met’29, Ms’30, and wires and gear we have rarely seen. = Coen. at Des Moines, Iowa. 

now Assistant Supervisor Process Metal- McGUIRE, FRANCIS D., 32, is 

lurgy, and Civil with the Division of Waterways of the 
CHARLES T. GREENRIDGE, ch’26, State of Illinois, in charge of engineer- 

Supervisor of Equipment. SMITH, LEATHAM D., 09, was ing at the Chicago District office. 
drowned on June 23, when his sail boat WERNISCH, GEORGE R., ’35, has 

Electrical capsized in Green Bay, during a sudden been appointed assistant manager of the 
squall. Three other persons lost their concrete engineering division of Ceco 

BRUMBAUGH, JAMES W., EE’41, lives in the same disaster. His daughter, Steel Products Corp. He will be at the 

has: been’ engaged. by ithe Underwater! Patricia, was the sole survivor. He was firm’s manufacturing plant in Chicago. 
Laboratory Inc. as an assistant electrical @ designer and builder of ships, and dur- HENRY, J. EVERETT, ¢’36, who 
engineer, and is doing testing work on in the war turned out a number of served as major in the Corps of Engi- 
safety equipment. He had served three vessels for the government at his yards neers during the war, has returned to 
years as a radar officer, attached to '™” Sturgeon Bay. his position as director of public works 
the Air Corps. SCUDDER, CHARLES M., ¢’11, died at Wheeling, W. Va. 

JACK W. LOWER, EE’43, worked on on July 12. He was an assistant engi- LEOPOLD, LUNA B., ¢’36, is in 

: 4 . neer at the A. O. Smith Corp. in Mil- Honolulu with the Pineapple Research 
a good variety of secret projects during waukee. He served in World War I as Institute of Hawaii, engaged in climato- 
the war. Working for Zenith Radio captain in the 107th engineers, 32nd di- logical and hydrological research. 
Corp. he had a hand in the development vision. RHODES, JAMES A., ¢’36, who is 

of the IFF equipment with which the CONRAD, CUTHBERT P., ¢’15, who with the U.S. Engineers, was transferred 
Navy and AAF used to such good ad- served as commodore in the Civil Engi- last summer from Savannah to Norfolk, 
vantage during the struggle. Entering neer Corps of the USNR during the re- Va. 

the Army in 1945 he worked on aircraft cent war, is president of the Iowa-Illi- BRUNS, EDWARD G., ¢’37, who 
homing radar gear at Wright Field, and nois Gas and Electric Company at Rock served as lieutenant in the Sea Bees, 

then on fire control developments at the en TL , iin hegn: mimpinkes sam mans agi esto? 
—_ woo! of agricultural engineering at iscon- ballistics research labs at the Aberdeen Got Pome saline Sin. ‘He will be located at Sheboygan 

Proving Grounds. He is planning on University, has just published a book on and will give his attention chiefly to 
getting into industrial electronic develop- “Statistical Quality Control.” farm structures. 

ment with Sun-Kraft Corp. WILLSON, CLARENCE A., ’21, has _LUECKER, ARTHUR R., 0°37, is 

BERNARD HANSEN, EE’42, has been transferred from the War Produc- With the Knappen Engineering Co., of 
. . ‘ ‘ ‘ New York City, as a structural de- 

been working with the Sperry Gyroscope fen Board to he ee popane signer. 
: wa: gency. He is chief of the building 

So SEERRED SSA RES codes division, in the Technical Re- WAGNER, ELDON C.,, ¢'37, assistant 
search Branch of the agency. professor ef at engineering ed 

ie consin, welcomed a new son, omas 
Mechanical WHEATON, HERBERT H., ’22, John: ‘sar Julyr23. 

NORDBERG, BRUNO V. E., died who served during the war as staff mem- VAUGHAN, JAMES S., ¢’38, is as- 

recently at the St. Joseph Hospital in ber of the radiation laboratory at MIT, sistant to the sales manager of the in- 

Milwaukee attewa lifetime of many great has returned to Fresno State College, dustrial controller division of the Square 

achievements. Bora and xaised ia Mil. California, as professor of mathematics D Company, at Milwaukee. 

waukee he attended South Division High 24 engineering. JANE STOSINA, Civil ’36, forme 
= s columnist of the Engineer, has been em- 

School and later the university at Madi- ULRICH, SPENCER E., c’27, civil en- ployed with the Allis Chalmers Mfg. Co. 

son. gineer with the Chicago and North in the Hydraulic Division. 
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-t-a-t-1t-c 
by Jack Hinkley m’47 ‘ 

James Woodburn m’48 

Two mosquitoes once lit on the features Life is just one fool thing after another. Love is just 
Of two fair and peroxided creatures two fool things after each other. 
When asked by what right ° 

They replied we’re not tight, “Beg pardon, but aren’t you one of the college boys.” 
We're seeing the game from the bleachers. “Naw—I couldn’t find my suspenders this morning, my 

2 razor blades were used up, and a bus just ran over my 

He who laughs last is usually the dumbest. hat...” 
e e 

M. E. Student: “Professor, is water-works spelled as all A Wisconsin student arrived at the pearly gates, where 
one word, or is there a hydrant in the middle?” St. Peter asked him who he was. When he replied that he 

e was an Art student, St. Pete said, “Go to the Devil.” Some 

She was only a censor’s daughter, but she knew when time later a law student arrived, and upon being asked 

to cut it out y 8 4 who he was, replied that he was a law student; he was 

. o told to go to hell. The third Wisconsin man arrived at 

sons the pearly gates with his slide rule. When he was asked 
She was only a gravedigger’s daughter, but you ought who he was, he replied, “I’m an engineer.” “Come in, 

to see her lower the beer. . Mister. You’ve been through Hell already.” 

All work and no jack makes play a dull joy. 

Absent-minded Professor’s Wife: “You haven’t kissed fay one 

me in three weeks.” ee EL 5 | 

Professor: “My word, I wonder whom I have been J] ol / 

kissing.” | PN) \ 5 : 
Sie 

The one who thinks our jokes ate poor a SC  f _ 

Would straightway change his views GL : ) | 
Could he compare the jokes we print See rrr 

With those we cannot use. | Higeins, f _ / - _. 7 

° EE ..ti‘( i<iesSU.:;*;*~t~s—CSSSCO 
Jack MacTavish had blown his lassie to a movie and ee x 7 _. _ _ _ 2 

hailed a cab to take her home. When he helped her in, CS |. _ a 

she, knowing his natural bent where money was concerned |. _ _ | 4 

remarked: “Oh, Jack, it makes me feel awful wicked ridin’ _—CSCSO—se oo _ _ 4 y j 

aboot wi’ you like this.” At that Jack brightened per- _ oO - _ | 
ceptibly. “Then mebbe it’ll be worth the money after all.” 7 — 

e (oe ._. rh 
Engineering is a good deal like golf. The good drivers i a _ .. 2S —s 

become managing executives. For those whose best shots be rHRNAnOUaL Stime RE of RELIG od - | Fo 

are brassie, advertising offers a good field in case of a | __THEINTERNATIONAL STANDARD OFEXCHUNG: 

good lie. Those who approach well find salvation in ell o) 

salesmanship. Those who are good on the green become ee rr—“—s—S—s—s—s*s=“‘“‘“;RCO 

cashiers and investment brokers. But duffers remain 7 5 

engineers. Qe wun 
e | J 

“T know a girl who swallows swords.” 271 NINTH STREET, 
“Huh, I iknow a gal who inhales camels.” HIGGINS INK co. INC. BROOKLYN 18. N. Y. 
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Using Corrosion Resistance. Strength, and Machinab lity 

Mn FILM carriers are an_ the corrosive action of develop- for laminated plastics, let us 
excellentexampleofusing ing solutions. know about it— before you de- 

: plastics where plastics belong. The teeth, though small,must sign, if possible. 
The film carrier illustratedis be strong and accurately in- Synthane’s help includes de- 

only one of many types made dexed. They are easily milled sign, selection of the right ma- 
from Synthane laminated plas- from Synthane. terial, and fabrication by men - 
tics. Synthane is well-suited for Whenever in your future who know plastics. Synthane 
the job because it stoutly resists work you have an application Corporation, Oaks, Penna, 

SYNTHANE TECHNICAL PLASTICS \Wo= DESIGN ¢ MATERIALS ¢ FABRICATION 

24 
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| _ ltems of Interest fo Students of Chemistry, Engineering, Pnysics, ana Biology = ee ee ee 
° ° e ° 

High-Pressure Synthesis Opens New Chemical Fields 

conn ribet Bg ee el ge Ce cs B 2 ee Fl © ie 
A Challenge to Research Men % a S Tae il Spee ee “x 

* ie pe eg and Engineers CE re Re ae F 
: van e el ee Smell \ . 

The use of techniques involving pres- egy a £\, le » La ne nel ce \ ed 
sures up to and above 1,000 atmospheres See om cick xo boa, he ET ae ae 2 
(15,000 Ibs. per sq. in.) has had a tre- E - i € » ee ee — cy _" 
mendous influence on chemical manu- ' bi L . oe of — 
facture in the past twenty-five years. 7 fe 6a +. pe 

ie — ff NM 2. eee hig Picinks 
The availability of unlimited quanti- S ( 2 @ ea if a Ht 

. : ss P i a | fe é ae ae 
ties of nitrates via ammonia from nitro- Oe Ne 4 te ee — 5-1 er 
gen of the air by high pressure synthesis gmt. UM i Le 7 a’ C me 
has greatly affected chemical economics : K mies oe oa e Ae (ie | i Les 

as well as agriculture. a 7 Setigrarics : ] | 
The plastics industry, too, has bene- 4 re = g . In 

fited greatly by the reduction in price eee eee x tines SS a )hClU 
of urea from about 80¢ Ib. to less than A .— a reap. é Le 
4¢, and methanol (to give formalde- WS oa . ——_— =O mf gi ie | 

ibe : UU tie . = vin A hyde) from $1.25 gal. to less than 25¢. lee (A a ee Oe 
High pressure syntheses have also par- Le i Gs We Ty iy NOT Fi ne Mad 

ticipated in a major way in the devel- Send RO te ' a Ly /-_ ; 
opment of entirely new products such a Ks a Rf. ON En 
as nylon and polythene. In fact, starting nS Bien oo s tee Li, N 8 | 

ir and water, Du Pont oo : 
ae ee wadely used products, A Battery of Hyper Compressors Used to Bring Gases up to 700-900 

Tnaddition to improving’ the existing Atmospheres Pressure in the Ammonia and Methanol Syntheses. 

processes of manufacturing ammonia, . : 
methanol, higher alcohols, urea and At the same time, the gaseous reactants 
other important chemicals, Du Pont are forced into the liquid phase to give . 
organic and physical chemists, chemi- _ higher concentrations and again better Questions College Men ask 
cal, mechanical and metallurgical engi- conversion. The reaction rate and there- about workin 2 with Du Pont 

neers have discovered and developed _ fore the rate of passage through the re- 
high pressure syntheses for the follow- _ action chamber are both increased by 
ing: ethylene glycol; Herarmethylene increasing the omperature under high What kind of a technical 

diamine; acetic, propionic and hydroxy- pressure conditions. There are other essaig ei 
acetic acids; methyl formate; Ce-,C,.- equilibrium considerations that affect organization does Du Pont have? 
and C,,- alcohols; and numerous others. the industrial production of urea, but Thersvare ten snianetactating ‘depait- 

they are too lengthy to discuss here. ments in Du Pont, each operating as a 

Advantages and Problems Along with its advantages, the use of seperate organization and each-with ite 
The use of high pressures offers numer- high pressure gives rise to problems that addition, there is a ctl eee ae 
ous advantages familiar to technical often severely tax the abilities of engi- partment and a central engineering de- 
students, such as: (1) forcing an equi- neers and chemists. For example, (1) partment. Consequently there is a wide 
librium in the direction of a volume de- difficulties of design of packing glands, reesily er akon eens i 
crease, (2) overcoming the reversing valves, connecting rods, closures, etc., other technical specialists. For further 
effect of high temperatures in exother- increase rapidly with increased pres- ibtormation, wilt for the new booklet 
mic reactions, (3) increasing reaction sure, (2) extraordinary corrosion prob- e Du Pont Company and the Col- 
and through-put rates and (4) provid- _ lems arise in which even stainless steels Minieiutdeess ee 
ing, in some cases, a liquid phase which are attacked and cannot be used, (3) 
might not otherwise be present. ordinary steels are permeable to hydro- 

The synthesis of urea from carbon 88 at higher pressures and tempera- 
dioxide and ammonia is a good illus- tures. These are but a few illustrations 

tration of some of these principles: of the challenge that high pressure 
studies present to the technical man 

CO, + 2NH,; {> CO(NH2)2 + H20 and particularly to the metallurgical 
—_— and mechanical engineer. 

With three moles of reactants and only High pressure synthesis has now be- REG. U.S. PAT. OFF 
two of resultants, increase of pressure come a separate field of industrial chem- 
‘ives an expected increase in conversion. istry with an apparently limitless future. BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 

++e THROUGH CHEMISTRY 

More facts about Du Pont—Listen to “Cavalcade of America,” Mondays, 8 P.M. EST, cn NBC E, I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO. (INC.) 
WILMINGTON 98, DELAWARG 
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Wire Recording... Song of the Engineer 
(continued from page 15) 

When the long day’s work is over 
ferric oxide. Using this tape and longitudinal magnetiza- d ig ‘ 

and you go back into town: 
tion, they obtained a frequency response up to 10,000 ; 5 ‘ 3 ; 2 e@ 

ou limp into a restauran 
cycles with low background noise. Work is being done in 2 df : 1 ‘i ttle d. 

and find a place to settle down. 
this country along similar lines to produce an economical You're d . hot and és 

ou’re dus ot and swea 
tape employing a paper base. A tape of this kind offers d tired e de si ye 

and tired as home-made sin. 
several advantages over a wire besides being more eco- And th 8 isck 

nd the waitress looks you over 
nomical. A predetermined program of musical selections like th had d ‘ . 

ike the cat ha ragge ou in. 
can be built up merely by gluing together a number of When the d d ~ iL d lassi 

en the dressed up lads and lassies 
small tapes just as movie film is handled. There would L their [i d P 

be no annoying scratchy sounds produced between se- SHEN EnelE HPs. and. sneer; 
‘ ; =e 

lections if the magnetic coating is missing at the point of then you know just what they’re thinking 

junction, and in general, the background noise produced YOU’RE AN ENGINEER. 

' by a thin flexible tape is less than that produced by a stiff 

wire. These combined advantages tend to indicate that When the contract’s going badly 
metallized tape recording holds the greatest promise of and the supe’s been on a spree, 

widespread use of magnetic recording. It is only a matter aad ‘thete’s: not a Bik of prosress made 

of time before magnetic records will make their ap- h Pre 

pearance on many house radios of all sizes because of Haat, anyone, icatt ise. : 
their simplicity and practicably of operation. When a truck has knocked the stakes out, 

and the foreman’s just been fired 
For those interested in the technical aspects of wire re- ena aD 3 > 

and a wild-eyed drunken skinner’s 
cording, an excellent article appeared in the August 1946 got his “CAT” completely mired. 

LR.E. p. 597. For constructional details of a practical When the equipment’s all gone haywire 

wire recorder see Jan. 1938 Electronics p. 30. and the whole job’s out of gear, 
who gits the blame for everything— 

aie IT’S AN ENGINEER. 

= 

Attention . When you go home for the weekend (?) 

and your wife is feeling blue, 

ENGINEERS i and the kids have caught the measles 

and the rent has fallen due, 

a : ‘ 4 The yard is rough and woolly 

F : 1a WRITE FOR like it never had been mowed, 
BRATION AL @ a J and your desk is piled with statements, 
ergeeiad 8 for most of the check is owed, 
oe iQ then the world looks dark and dismal 

hee — 1 and one thing is awfully clear— 
BONE | | Life ain’t no bed of roses C4 

é y ELECTRICAL FOR AN ENGINEER. 

: 7 a DATA Yet, when cyclones, floods and soot storms 

CET Gn it HANDBOOK leave the nation in distress, 

Ss eee o | when the roads have gone to pieces, EMBO NF | g& P 

| and the country’s in a mess, 
i when new roads, dams, bridges and highways, 

t be built t the day. 
Here's a 350-page, 8’ x 10’ handbook that is invaluable to ee ee ae . € aay 
electrical engineers. It's an illustrated, products and parts And some one has to hit the rough, 
catalog. Has handy reference tables, wire and cable termin- to map out “right of way” 
ology, formulas, specifications, electrical symbols for arch- ss, . . 
itectural planning, as well as wiring systems for industrial, when there’s jobs in need of doing 
commercial, and domestic requirements. Write for your copy. that fills men’s souls with fear, 

n t e 1 | t ° then the U.S. sends an S.O.S. 

ePeRmeooucrs SIORPITRATION 

Box 897— Pittsburgh 30, Fa. —Wis. Professional Engineer, 
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CAMPUS HIGHLIGHTS 
(continued from page 14) 

Officers for the Spring semester ‘ 

were elected at the first meeting : iD . a 

after the initiation. Those elected —hC—/Ae iN P 
Qyvere: Vet Holmes, President; Karl f a, i 

Wegener, Vice-President; Paul 4 Ck 

Tausche, Corresponding Secretary; y _ | i 

and Toru Iura, Recording Secretary. fi _ : 

Plans for a party to be held in r : i : 

Turner Hall of the Men’s Dormi- _ / - . o : 

tories in February were discussed. : 7 : ne 
Arrangements are being made by for LONG-TIME LOW-COST 
the Social Committee consisting of y 

Al Pahnke, Walter Friedman, and 

Paul Tausche A 
° aa ene 

FWD Research Project gee ; f 4 4) ian) <Soais H : eae 

A grant of $50,000 has been i 8 i a fe oy ’ [ea ci 

made to the university by the Four- : ones) } oe i; an 1 

Wheel-Drive Company of Clinton- . ia : i 

ville, Wisconsin, for the develop- 1 fa IZ 7 4 

ment of a research project “to pro- 1 i } : 

mote safe, economic, and efficient er ag ee a q Fs 
highway transportation” by investi- so Sd os ad 

gaene a . fomparatve operation The U.S. Bureau of Standardé, Circular #80, says, “... 
and design characteristics of two- cINSTI7, by far the best” protective metallic coating for rust-proof- 

and four-wheel drive trucks. The Ao 7 SO ing iron or steel is ZINC. Zinc, in the form of galvanizing, 
project is being conducted for the 2 az. protects against rust in TWO WAYS: First, by simple 

College of Engineering by Archie See ah coverage, with a sheath of rust-resistant metal . . . Second, 

H. Easton, director, Harry H. Mil- “AL OF quay by electro-chemical action, or “sacrificial corrosion:’ That's 

ler: electronics engineer, and the why industry has long depended oa ZINC to stop rust—cut 

. costs—save materials. Heavy coatings pay—for the heavier 

Truck Research Project Committee The "Seal of Qual- the coating, the better the protection, the longer the service 

consisting of faculty members Prof. kereclsteices life and the lower the cost. 
L. F. Rader, chairman, Prof. K. F. economy in buying 

Wendt, and Prof. P. H. Hyland. pereeee ee FRE E BOOKLETS 
Mr. Easton was formerly in the 2 oz. of Zinc per WRITE TODAY for these valuable booklets: (1) Repair Manual on 

Automotive Division at the Aber- square’ foot! Galvanized Roofing & Siding (2) Facts About Galvanized Sheets 
deen Proving Ground, Maryland. (3) Use Metallic Zinc Paint to Protect Metal Surfaces (4) The 

Harry Miller is a recent U.W. elec- Zinedncusiry==Mine:tocMarket. 

trical engineering graduate. 
J CJ J 

vomur cox a American Zinc Institute 
oes on Air 

Chemical engineers of Alpha Chi Roc= 2618 —35 East Wacker Drive, Chicago 1, Illinois 

Sigma fraternity have been hearing : 
dots and dashes ringing in their Seer 

ears ever since Rolland McElwee, 

ChE, started operating his 300 watt 
amateur station W9MHX on the WE’RE VERY SORRY or—, 
80 meter band early this month. He WE DON’T KNOW OUR SLIDE RULE 

and his room-mate, Clem Scheibel- 

hut, also a ChE, have been building 
the transmitter for several weeks If you had trouble with the arti- error will be found on page 10, col- 

and are now enjoying the fruits of a a you Know Your Slide umn 2, the next to the last line. 
PW their labors by daily contacts with ules in the last issue, suppose ; 
distant ccctione. ” you start over, but this time inter- This should have read: “2, how- 

(cotitinued om. page 28) change Figures I and II. Another ever, must be, etc.” 
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ne men CAMPUS HIGHLIGHTS 
Tp Tes EO 

CRN EAS ASAE ees Se — SSN (continued from page 27) 
Sey a AN BR RTE A AVR REA A aoe ENE SENS CANES SG Nog 
OA MIBREAMBBIAES SAE SENN AD a Alpha Chi Sigma 
TAS - i a Nw hy \ Ss : Pe. eS = 
ae ‘a wv “Oe SON Alpha Chi Sigma, fraternity of 

toe PONE AN OS . : 
\ - aw a ‘i Se eS ae e €N . chemical engineers and chemistry QD 

CN SX. NS ve \* y\eR RS oS : students, held. initiation of 10 stu- \ wry «Oo! a Vee Seer ON SAA 
\ VSAseeen we a ce OR dents on Saturday, January 4. 
\ as 4S — Those initiated were: B. R. Dun- 

Lae \ 4 << ee shee, D. M. Heideman, B. Iwan- 
.S A Fa crow, N. Mailander, R. F. McElwee, 
i es SERIES S. Dal Nogare, R. G. Parrish, R. J. 
eel ies Stoves, R. A. Strehlow, K. M. Wat- 

son. 

Following the initiation ceremony 

m 8 ons fie . a banquet was held at which Dr. PEOETENe Vou are designing a valve grinding machine. You have to Aaron J. Ihde of the Chemistry De- 
provide a drive for the chuck that holds the valve stem. This chuck partment spoke. A party in honor 
must be adjustable in three different directions. Your problem now is to of the new initiates was held. later 
devise a method of driving the chuck which permits these adjustments. that exeding in the: chapeet house: 
How would you do it? ‘ , 

THE SIMPLE ANSWER: ne I 
an ft .. ee  eti—“i‘s™sOCS e sow a wate : 

Use an S.S.White power 4 a ea Oo ao) 
drive flexible shaft to 1 iat se rae 2 vy 

wWer:lU6UlPhSsC | area transmit power to the ant / Ae 7) —<— i | 
chuck. The shaft provides Be fee Dye 

a positive, dependable Se oe 
drive that permits free [3am pera VAS ™ Tau Beta Pi Initiates 

movement of the chuck in ! | ‘rae ry Tau Beta Pi, honorary engineer- 
any direction, _ 7 ey ing fraternity, initiated thirty men 

— = are at a meeting and dinner at the 

* * * This is how one large manufacturer did it, Capital Hotel on Thursday, De- 
cember 12. Speaker of the evening 

This is just one of hundreds _ shafts provide a simple answer. That's why was Frank A. Ecker, graduate a 
. istant in political science, . 

of remote control and — every engineer should be familiar with Bone i BOSH: Scenes cena dressed the group on “Our For- 
power drive problems to _ the wide range and scope of these useful eign Policy in China.” Prof. G. L. 
which S.S.White flexible “Metal Muscles’”* for mechanical bodies. Larson of the mechanical engineer- 

ing department was toastmaster. 

The newly initiated members are: 
WRITE FOR BULLETIN 4501 Fe H. K. Anspach, H. C. Addler, V. 

It gives essential facts and engineering data ay H. Baumgarth, E. J. Bligard, H. P. 
about flexible shafts and their application. A ae | Boettcher, R. E. Buddinger, C. L. 
copy is yours free for the asking. Write today. eee Crosby, E. E. Dangle, J. L. Drnek, 

eds tiske am | W. E. Gray, H. A. Johnson, F. J. 
oe ad Koehler, R. H. Laughlin, W. R. 

ii Lewis, M. Luck, D. J. McDonald, 
S$. §. WHITE : D. B. McIntire, W. W. Oleson, K. 

oWe “H. Rhodes, I. V. Rudy, J. W. 
THE S.S. WHITE DENTAL MFG. o INDUSTRIAL sPveion Spradling, M. C. Stamp, W. J. 

RLEXIDLE SHAFTS» FLEXIBLE SHAFT TOOLS = aincRarT AccESSORIES Whitney, M. W. Cutter, P. A. Fry, 
SMALL CUTTING AND GRINDING TOOLS + SPECIAL FORMULA RUBBERS Z : MOLDED RESISTORS © PLASTIC SPECIALTIES. © CONTRACT PLASTICS MOLDING R. P. Scheuring, J. G. Slater, P. E. 

One of Americas AARA Industrial Enterfriver Tausche, and R. R. Weeks. 
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Our knowledge is the amassed thought and experience of innumerable minds” 
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Why some things get better all the time was tf oA 

THE OLD-FASHIONED STOVE has warmed many a gen- — Producing better materials for the use of industry and 

eration through the years. But today families are kept __ the benefit of mankind is the work of UNION CARBIDE. 

healthfully warm by far more effective means. Basic knowledge and persistent research are re- 

There are electric heaters and electric blankets with — quired, particularly in the fields of science and ‘engi- 

their efficient alloy heating elements. Individual gas _ neering. Working with extremes of heat and cold—fre- 

fuel installations. Improved heating systems for our quently as high as 6000° or as low as 300° below zero, 

homes, ranging from oil burners with fuel nozzles of Fahrenheit —and with vacuums and great pressures, 

long-lasting synthetic sapphire to the new panel heat- Units of UCC now separate or combine nearly one- 

ing with its welded piping. Also giving you finer service half of the many elements of the earth. 

are better insulated electrical wiring, vast central heat- . 

ing systems, and city and cross-country gas lines. | N O N C R B I D E 

Far-reaching are the improvements in heating and I £ \ 

power enjoyed by families today ... And most of these AND CARBON CORPORATION 

improvements are possible because of better materials. 30 EAST 42ND STREET (aa new yorx 17, N. ¥. 

— 
Products of Divisions and Units include 

OO — 

LInpE OXYGEN * Prest-O-LITE ACETYLENE * PyroFax GAS * BAKELITE, KRENE, AND VINYLITE PLASTICS 

ACHESON ELECTRODES * EVEREADY FLASHLIGHTS AND BATTERIES * NATIONAL CARBONS 

PRESTONE AND TREK ANTI-FREEZES * ELECTROMET ALLOYS AND METALS * Haynes STELLITE ALLOYS + SYNTHETIC OrGanic CHEMICALS



| Extra 

| s | Availabl Valiable 

YEARBOOKS LEFT OVER FROM: | 

1945... $3.00 1931... $1.00 
| 1944...$2.00 1927... $1.00 
| 1943...$1.00 1925... $1.00 

| 
Send check or money order, payable to... 

| WISCONSIN BADGER 

MEMORIAL UNION 
| MADISON, WISCONSIN 

| Yearbook will be sent to you. 

+0 
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THE MARCH OF SCIENCE |. 

rN rn i Heatine A PIECE OF METAL =e 

LV |" BY OPEN FLAME, BLOW-TORCH 3 
—_ | | OR FURNACE IS RELATIVELY SLoWw— Nea! 

' Yl ‘| APT TO LEAVE SCALE...ITS HARD TO 
‘ | | \ HEAT ONE SPECIFIC AREA WITHOUT HEATING THE WHOLE PIECE, 

iD / Cl PRopuenon MEN REALIZED HEAT-TREATING OPERATIONS 
1 Ce | SUCH AS FORGING, PRECISION BRAZING AND SURFACE 

i eV } HARDENING COULD BE STEPPED WAY UP IF A FASTER 
1 a | | = METHOD OF HEATING COULD BE FOUND... ONE WHICH 

HEA | -_= f} = WOULD CONCENTRATE THE HEAT AT PRE-SELECTED AREAS! 

{ , \A is my | SE Hear BY INDUCTION seEmeD 
q without | ih Mem, =: LIKE THE ANSWER, SCIENCE HAD ALREADY 

eT \ : | DISCOVERED THAT METALS HEAT RAPIDLY 
ace }, WHEN INTRODUCED INTO A HIGH FREQUENCY, 

or sa \ } HIGH DENSITY MAGNETIC FIELD! 

vA WEW ELECTRONIC HEATER vesicneto ey 
Wu ALLIS-CHALMERS SCIENTISTS— . 

Gay. = 
» (i — Amazin PRODUCTION TOOL RECTIFIES ORDINARY 60- , 

ame ‘Cf “—  @YCLE CURRENT THEN STEPS IT UP TO 450,000 CYCLES. 

/ N ‘GZ AMAGNETIC FIELD OF HIGH DENSITY IS SET UP INWORK « | 
/ / | (7, COIL AND WHEN METAL IS INTRODUCED INTO THIS FIELD, ‘ 

| | | A) PASSAGE OF CURRENT CAUSES POWER LOSSES WHICH PRO- 
SMPLEAS DUCE HEAT WITHIN THE METAL WITH INCREDIBLE SWIFTNESS. 

[A\ MCE Mera I WORK COW... Big BENEFITS: COMPLETE, SELECTIVE CONTROL 
i all OF HEAT PENETRATION... EXACT UNIFORMITY... 

PUSH BUTTON GREATLY INCREASED PRODUCTION! 
G METAL {S$ HOT IN SPLIT SECONDS a 

ALLIS-CHALMERS MANUFACTURING CO, (ae am MILWAUKEE 1, Wis. 

| y) | 3 
Mesa ELectroNic HEATER 1g ONE MORE EXAMPLE OF HOW JE "UW 

ALLIS-CHALMERS RESEARCH AND EXPERIENCE GOTO WORK “gg 
FINDING BETTER, FASTER, MORE EFFICIENT WAYS OF HANDLING | a\ 
PRODUCTION PROBLEMS ~ANOTHER GOOD REASON WHY A-C EQUIP- | | 
MENT [S IN DEMAND IN EVERY MAJOR INDUSTRY... ces 

ONE OF THE B1G 5 IN ELECTRIC POWER EQUIPMENT f 

BIGGEST OF ALL IN RANGE OF INOUSTRIAL PRODUCTS 
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